
Robert Smith
Senior Production Planner

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A forward thinking International Human Resources Executive that provides progressive 
operational, employee development and human resources support for various industries. A 
creative leader that provides effective advice, guidance and direction to create innovative 
thinking for enhanced employee development and involvement.

SKILLS

SAP, Excel, Planning, Procurement, Scheduling, SAP Training Co-Workers.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Production Planner
ABC Corporation  1999 – 2008 
 Created and maintained detailed production/manufacturing build plan schedules.
 Created and effectively monitored requisitions through P.O.placement, working with 

Procurement ensuring timely delivery of material to support a continuous and controlled flow 
of material to support established production schedules and product lines.

 Created production, machine shop and optics shop work orders through MRP based off the 
build plan ensuring on time delivery from sub-assembly to finished product.

 Effectively monitored and reported to management production assembly activity to ensure a 
smooth and seamless flow to support end item deliverables exceeding production 
requirements.

 Responsible for monitoring and troubleshooting potential scheduling impacts to production.
 Maintained detailed reports on material shortage deficiencies, issues and concerns and 

prepared/presented weekly program status reports to management.
 Effectively coordinated and followed through with complex engineering changes ensuring 

timely and accurate implementation through procurement and operations.

Senior Production Planner
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1997 
 Planned, created and managed work orders using SAP to meet internal/ external customer 

due dates and ensure smooth flow of WIP Created, updated and .
 Drive and maintain master schedules for the Ion Chromatography business in San Jose 

Construct new product development plans with high level cross .
 Duties included planning of all new jobs which were brought into the company.
 In charge of interface with engineering, purchasing, manufacturing departments to ensure on 

time delivery.
 Coordinate, plan and execute timely production/demand needs from interaction with Sales 

and Forecasting.
 Work with domestic and overseas production teams in an effort to streamline supply chain 

and reduce lead time while managing sufficient inventory .
 Review customer orders and maintain Buy plans to accurately manage replenishment 

inventory levels o Communicate with overseas team with planning .

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration - (Herzing University - Madison, WI)
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